Hammer CLI - Bug #28793
Wrong missing option names
01/17/2020 04:25 PM - Oleh Fedorenko

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Oleh Fedorenko
Category:
Target version:
Difficulty: trivial
Triaged: Yes
Bugzilla link:
Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/487,
https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli/pull/322

Team Backlog: 
Fixed in Releases: hammer-cli-0.20.0
Found in Releases: 
In Kanboard: yes

Description
If there are missing arguments for some options (e.g. --id or --a-option), then the exception is raised with following message:

Missing arguments for '--id', '--a_option'

Which is not correct, it should be:

Missing arguments for '--id', '--a-option'.

Associated revisions
Revision 6b3dafd5 - 01/17/2020 04:30 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
Fixes #28793 - Better prompts for missing arguments

Revision c64c99f5 - 01/17/2020 04:38 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
Refs #28793 - Better prompts for missing arguments

Revision 166eebf1 - 02/11/2020 08:12 AM - Ondřej Pražák
Merge pull request #322 from ofedoren/bug-28793-wrong-missing-options
Fixes #28793 - Better prompts for missing arguments

Revision 4a376ee6 - 02/11/2020 08:40 AM - Ondřej Pražák
Merge pull request #487 from ofedoren/refs-28793-wrong-missing-options
Refs #28793 - Better prompts for missing arguments

History
#1 - 01/17/2020 04:30 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing

05/10/2020 1/2
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli/pull/322 added

#2 - 01/17/2020 04:38 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/487 added

#3 - 01/20/2020 07:29 AM - Shira Maximov
- In Kanboard set to yes

#4 - 02/11/2020 08:12 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases hammer-cli-0.20.0 added

#5 - 02/11/2020 09:01 AM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 6b3daff6f5a9a1a83cda491355ece99a638aed01.